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ABSTRACT. In this note appropriate versions of the Vitali-Hahn-Saks 
and Nikodym theorems are established for s-bounded additive set 
functions with values in an abelian topological group G. 

Although we shall use + and 0 to denote addition and identity in 
both G and R, the real numbers, no confusion should arise. Thus we 
denote by fyl the set of symmetric neighborhoods of 0 in G, and for U e °U 
we set 1U = U and (n + l)U = {x + y:xG nU, y e U}9 neN, the set of 
positive integers. 

A subset H of G is said to be bounded if for each U e % there exists 
neN such that H c. nU. 

We suppose that finite subsets of G are bounded. 
Let Q be a nonempty set and let Sf be a sigma algebra of subsets of Ù, 
A function ja from y to G is said to be additive if JU(</>) = 0 and 

fi(E u F ) + fi(E nF)~ /*(£) + n(F),E,Fe^. 
An additive function JLL is said to be s-bounded (cf. [1],[5]) if limwiu(£n) 

= 0 (i.e., for each Ue °U there is me N such that fi(En)eU9n > m) for 
each sequence {£„} of pairwise disjoint elements of $f. 

Notice that if jn is s-bounded, U e <%, and {En} is a sequence of pairwise 
disjoint elements of Sf, then there exists neN such that if M is a finite 
subset of Nn = {keN:k ^ n} then (£teM//(E,))e U. 

An additive function JX is said to be bounded if fi(£f) = {JX{E)\E e £f} is 
a bounded subset of G. 

For the case when jU is sigma-additive, versions of our results can be 
found in [4] ; for the case where \i is merely additive and G = R9 one can 
refer to [2]. 

Our version of Nikodym's theorem, a striking improvement of the 
principle of uniform boundedness, follows. 

THEOREM 1. Suppose that T is a set of s-bounded functions such that for 
each Eetfthe set T(E) = {ju(£):^e T} is bounded, then T{Sf) = {ju(E):/*e T, 
E e if) is bounded. 
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PROOF. It suffices to consider the case where T is a countable set {/ij. 
Suppose on the contrary that T(S?) is not bounded ; then let U e % such 
that T(Sf) + nU,neN. Since T(Q) is bounded, there isq0eN such that 
T(Q) <z q0U. Notice that if nkl(E)$(2q0 + px)U9 then iikl(Q-E)$ 
(q0 + Pi)C/; choose such kx for /^ == 2. At least one of the restrictions to 
E and (Q — E) behaves like the original problem. Thus, we set Q1 = £, 
Sfx = { Ê n Q p Ê e y j J ! = {ii\Q1:iieT}9mdF1 = 0 - E,if T ^ J i s 
unbounded; otherwise, fix = Q — £,•••. Iterating this process and re
labeling if necessary (kj -> j) we obtain a sequence {Fj} of pairwise dis
joint elements of £f such that fik(Fk)e{qkU - [(£;<&<?;) + ^ + 1]^}» 
keN. Partitioning {Fk}k^2 ^° a sequence of subsequences and using 
the fact that fix is s-bounded yields a subsequence {Fn.}i^l such that 
/^(y n ((Ji^iFM.)) cz U. Repeating this process gives us a subsequence 
kx = 1, k2 = nl9 • • • such that fikj(Sf n ( I J^ j^) ) ^ UJeN. Set G = 
(JfFk. and notice that the contradiction fiki(G)$ fet(7, i G N, follows. Thus 
Theorem 1 is established. 

When T is a one element set, Theorem 1 specializes as follows. 

COROLLARY 1. An s-bounded function is bounded. 

Theorem 1 also permits us to assert that if fik(E) is Cauchy, Eeïf, and 
G is complete, then the additive function \i defined by [x(E) = lim \ik(E) 
is bounded; a corollary of the following Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem 
asserts that \x is s-bounded. 

A sequence {JUJ of s-bounded functions is said to be uniformly s-
bounded (or uniformly additive—cf. [3]) if for each Ue% and each 
sequence {E J of pairwise disjoint elements of £f, there exists meN such 
that YsieM^uiEi)e U whenever keN and M is a finite subset of Nm. 

THEOREM 2. Suppose that {fik} is a sequence of s-bounded functions such 
that {fik{E)} is Cauchy for each Ee6f. Then {fik} is uniformly s-bounded. 

PROOF. Suppose that {fik} is not uniformly s-bounded. Then there exists 
a sequence {Ek} of pairwise disjoint elements of «9*, U e °U, a sequence 
{MJ of pairwise disjoint finite subsets of N, and an increasing sequence 
{nk} of elements of N such that 

(i) Vnk(Fk) £517, where Fk = \JieMkEh 

(ii) bk = max {i e Mk) < min {i e Mk+l} = ak+15 

(iii) if M is a finite subset of Nbk_l = {neN;n ^ b*-i}, then 
(/V ~ ty)(UfeAf£»)6 17, j > nfc, and 

(iv) if M is a finite subset of A/"fl(k+ *>, then J U ^ U ^ E , ) e U. 
Set vfc = fink - n„ik+l); then vfc(£) -» 0, £ e ^ , and {Ffc} is a sequence of 
pairwise disjoint elements of y with vk(Fk) $ AU, keN. Partition {Fi}i^2 

into a sequence {{^.}j^ i } ^ i of subsequences. Since vx is s-bounded there 
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is a least integer i\ such that i ^ ix implies that {v1(E):Ee£r°9 E <= 
Q A ^ ) C ^ (i-e-» {vil(UjèiFû)} c U)- T h e n s i n c e v*i i s abounded we 
can repeat this process and choose a subsequence of {F(ilh} on which vfl 

stays in U. This process may be iterated, after which a diagonahzation 
and relabeling yields (cf. (iii)) vk([ji€Mc:Nk_lFi) e U9 vk(Fk)$4U, and 
vk{F) e U if F e ^ and F c (U^F , ) . Thus> t h e contradiction vk((J^ xFf) 
£ 2(7, fc e N, obtains, and Theorem 2 is established. 

An immediate corollary follows. 

COROLLARY 2. If {;uk} is « sequence of s-bounded functions and JLL(E) 
= lim iik{E\ EeSf, then \x is s-bounded. 

In conclusion we remark that several generalizations are possible 
(cf. the theorems in [4]). 
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